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Free public tours are jointly sponsored
by the LHF and the Berkeley City Club
the fourth Sunday of every month
except December. For public tour
details or information
on group tours, contact the
Landmark Heritage Foundation.

Time

for

Giving

he Berkeley City Club building has entered a new phase of its existence.
Our patience during the time when our front façade was hidden behind scaffolding and green mesh has been rewarded with a wonderful-looking restored façade
that not only has its fresh color back but is also now waterproof and ready for at least
the next 80 years. I would like to thank everyone involved in managing and executing
this complicated project and the CCHE (California Cultural & Historical Endowment)
grant for providing matching funds.
Another long-anticipated project getting started is the installation of a second
elevator in the shaft that Julia Morgan provided in 1930 and the replacement of the
existing elevator cab. We apologize for the temporary inconvenience caused by the
construction but believe it will be a great benefit to everyone once it is completed.
This year we are celebrating the 80th anniversary of the Berkeley City Club building—
a remarkable fact if one considers how much our society has changed over the last 80
years and how buildings like ours have had to frame these changes. LHF efforts related to
the preservation of the building preserve the venue for its users, the club, and the numerous community events and activities. I would like to invite you to all upcoming events,
especially the LHF fundraiser “Casino at the Castle” on January 15th.
With the front façade restoration completed and the elevator under construction,
LHF is proud to have achieved some milestones that are crucial to preserving the “Little
Castle.” However, our work is far from complete. I encourage you to continue your
generous contributions, especially during the “season of giving,” to help us to keep
the Berkeley City Club building fit for the future. Your donations to our unrestricted
fund are especially appreciated for our day-to-day operations. Other items on our list
of necessary improvements include the pool filters and remaining exterior restoration.
We wish you all a wonderful holiday season and once more thank you for your support.
—Anne-Catrin Schultz



The Julia Morgan Preservation Fund
Committee of the LHF meets the
second Wednesday of each month to
approve projects and disbursements.
The LHF Board meets bimonthly.
All persons are welcome at these
meetings; to attend call (510) 883-9710.
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Our Thanks to …

are delighted to accept a beautiful early photograph of the Berkeley Women’s
City Club entrance, showing graceful palm trees curbside left and right, which Trish
Hawthorne has donated. It’s a Ruth Cavanagh work, framed by Berkeley’s George B.
Kirk. This is a wonderful addition to our archive of historic images.
 In her architect brother’s files, docent Mary Bucher discovered a set of wonderful
newspaper photos of the building, both exterior and interior. Visible are some of the
old rugs and bibelots. The date is probably the early 1960s.
 New docent Donna Barnes recently donated a copy of Mark Wilson’s beautiful
book, Julia Morgan: Architect of Beauty.
 Photographer Allen Stross took many shots at Victoria Kastner’s October lecture,
which he has given to the Foundation. They are available for viewing in the LHF office.

Wonderful gifts. Thank you, all.
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Historic Images Archive Project
Our historic images archive project is well under way, adding to the
original archival photos catalogued and digitized in 2007 by current LHF president Anne-Catrin Schultz in collaboration with Ruth Culbertson and Vicki Lui.
Thanks to volunteer Hideko Winans, who did a major preparatory sorting and
identification, and Pam Egashira, another devoted volunteer who is painstakingly
consolidating and organizing the images for electronic storage. Final scanning
and cataloging is yet to be done. Access to the archive will be much easier and
more efficient when this major undertaking is completed.
www.landmarkheritagefoundation.org
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preview of St. Mark’s Lion’s
Hall development project was on
the agenda at the November 4th
Zoning Adjustments Board (ZAB) meeting. As described in our last News From
the Castle (Summer 2010), five stories
of student housing and a new church
social hall are proposed to replace the
parking structure immediately west of
the Berkeley City Club building. Building
scale, size, setbacks, parking, and “neighborhood flavor” were among the issues
raised by community speakers and
addressed by Chris Hudson, representing
the development firm Hudson McDonald.

Happy
Holidays!

If the project is to go forward, ZAB would
have to approve several variances because
the plans are based on standards set in
the Southside Plan, which has yet to be
adopted by the Planning Commission.
ZAB staff expects that an Environmental
Impact Report will be prepared, due to the
project’s proximity to historically significant buildings. No action was taken at this
meeting. The project will come back to the
Board in early 2011.
LHF and the BCC continue the dialog
with the developer. Our primary concern
is ensuring the integrity of our Landmark
and its environment.

The Landmark Heritage Foundation
wishes you and your loved ones
a beautiful and safe holiday season.

Gift Ideas

for the Holidays
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Cottons with a Julia Morgan
tile design from the Venetian Room
ceiling are for sale at the BCC
front desk.
T-shirts (longsleeve and unisex or women’s
short sleeve), sweatshirts, and tote
bags are available.
$15-$22.
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All photos courtesy of Landmark Heritage Foundation/Berkeley City Club Archives unless otherwise indicated.
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